GUIDES FOR RESEARCH

- Revolutionary War Genealogy / George K. Schweitzer, Military 973.309 Revolution Schweitzer

LOYALISTS

- American Loyalist Claims / abstracted from the Public Record Office, Audit Office series 13, bundles <1-35 & 37> / Peter Wilson Coldham, International England 973 Coldham
- American Migrations, 1765-1799: The Lives, Times, and Families of Colonial Americans Who Remained Loyal to the British Crown Before, During, and After the Revolutionary War, as Related in Their Own Words and through Their Correspondence / Peter Wilson Coldham, International USA 973.314 Coldham
- British and German Deserters, Dischargees, and Prisoners of War Who May Have Remained in Canada and the United States, 1774-1783, part 1 and part 2 ; and, Deserters and Disbanded Soldiers from British, German, and Loyalist Military Units in the South, 1782 / Clifford Neal Smith, Military 973.37 Revolution Smith
- Loyalist Lists: Over 2000 Loyalist Names and Families from the Haldimand Papers / E. Keith Fitzgerald, Military 973.34 Revolution Fitzgerald
- The Loyalists in Ontario: The Sons and Daughters of the American Loyalists of Upper Canada / William D. Reid, International 971.3 Reid
- Loyalists in the Southern Campaign of the Revolutionary War, Volumes II and III / Murtie June Clark, Military 973.3 Revolution Clark
- The Loyalists of Massachusetts and the Other Side of the American Revolution / James H. Stark, Military 973.3 Revolution Stark
- The New Loyalist Index Volumes I, II and III / Paul J. Bunnell, Military 973.3 Revolution Bunnell
- The Old United Empire Loyalists list / Milton Rubincam, Military 973.3 Revolution United
- Research Guide to Loyalist Ancestors: A Directory to Archives, Manuscripts and Published / by Paul J. Bunnell, Military 973.3 Revolution Bunnell
- United Empire Loyalists: Enquiry into the Losses and Services in Consequence of Their Loyalty: Evidence in the Canadian Claims / Alexander Fraser, Parts I and II, Military 973.3 Revolution Fraser
Revolutionary War

Resources

PATRIOTS

- Abstract of Graves of Revolutionary Patriots, Volumes 1-4 / Patricia Law Hatcher, *Military 973.3 Revolution Hatch*
- American Prisoners of the Revolution / Danske Dandridge, *Gen 973*
- Black Courage, 1775-1783: Documentation of Black Participation in the American Revolution / Robert Ewell Greene, *Gen 973.3 Gre*
- Descendants of the Signers of the Declaration of Independence, Volumes 1-7, / Frederick Wallace Pyne, *Gen 973.3 Pyn*
- "He Loves a Good Deal of Rum--": Military Desertions During the American Revolution, 1775-1783 / Joseph Lee Boyle, Volumes I and II, *Military 973.34 Revolution Boyle*
- Index to Revolutionary War Service Records / Virgil D. White, Volumes I-IV, *Military 973.34 Revolution White*
- Known Military Dead During the American Revolutionary War, 1775-1783 / Clarence Stewart Peterson, *Gen 973.36 Pet*
- Mariners of the American Revolution: With an Appendix of American Ships Captured by the British During the Revolutionary War / Marion and Jack Kaminkow, *Gen 973.3 Kam*
- Records of the Revolutionary War: Containing the Military and Financial Correspondence of Distinguished Officers.../ W.T.R. Saffel *Military 973.34 Revolution Saffell*
- The Revolution on the Upper Ohio, 1775-1777 / Reuben Gold Thwaites and Louise Phelps Kellogg, *Military 973.309 Revolution Thwaites*

REVOLUTIONARY WAR—BATTLES & DOCUMENTS

- King's Mountain and its Heroes: history of the Battle of King's Mountain, October 7th, 1780, and the events which led to it / Lyman C. Draper, *Military 973.336 Revolution Draper*
- Naval Documents of the American Revolution / William Bell Clark, Volumes I-8, *Military 973.35 Revolution*
REVOLUTIONARY WAR LAND GRANTS & PENSIONS

- Catalogue of Revolutionary War Pension and Bounty-Land-Warrant Application Files; American Revolutionary War Service Records and General Index / National Archives and Records Service, General Services Administration, *Military 973.38 Revolution United*
- A Census of Pensioners for Revolutionary or Military Services: With Their Names, Ages, and Places of Residence ... Under the Act for Taking the Sixth Census. Bound with a General Index / The Genealogical Society of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, *Military 973.38 Revolution United*
- Genealogical Abstracts of Revolutionary War Pension Files / Virgil D. White, Volumes I-IV, *Military 973.38 Revolution White*
- Index of Revolutionary War Pension Applications in the National Archives, *Military 973.38 Revolution National*
- Index to U.S. Invalid Pension Records, 1801-1815 / Murtie June Clark, *Military 973.34 Revolution Clark*
- Index to Old Wars Pension Files 1815-1926 / Virgil D. White, *Military 355.3093 Armed Forces White*
- The "Lost" Pensions: Settled Accounts of the Act of 6 April 1838 / Craig R. Scott, *Military 343.0112 Armed Forces Scott*
- Naval Pensioners of the United States, 1800-1851 / Lloyd de Witt Bockstruck, *Military 359.0973 Navy Bockstruck*
- The Pension List of 1820: U.S. War Department / Murtie June Clark, *Military 973.38 Revolution United*
- The Pension Lists of 1792-1795: With Other Revolutionary War Pension Records / Murtie June Clark, *Military 973.38 Revolution Clark*
- Pensioners of Revolutionary War Struck Off the Roll, *Military 973.38 Revolution United*
- Rejected or Suspended Applications for Revolutionary War Pensions: With an Added Index to States, *Military 973.38 Revolution United*
- Revolutionary War Bounty Land Grants: Awarded by State Governments / Lloyd DeWitt Bockstruck, *Military 973.38 Revolution Bockstruck*
- Revolutionary War Pension and Bounty-Land-Warrant Application Files / National Archives and Records Service, General Services Administration *Gen 929.366 Rev*
- Virginia’s Colonial Soldiers / Lloyd DeWitt Bockstruck, *Military 973.37 Revolution Bockstruck*
Revolutionary War Resources

DAR (DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION)

- American genealogical research at the DAR, Washington, D.C. / Eric G. Grundset and Steven B. Rhodes, *Gen 929.1072 Gru*
- DAR Magazine Index, Volumes I-III, *Gen 973.34 Dau*
- DAR Patriot Index / National Society of the Daughters of the American Revolution, Centennial Administration; Mrs. Eldred Martin Yochim, President General, Volumes I-III, *Gen 973.34 Dau*
- Graves of Revolutionary Soldiers Buried in the State of Michigan, *Gen 977.4 Dau*
- Library Catalog / National Society, Daughters of the American Revolution; Carolyn Leopold Michaels and Kathryn S. Scott, Volume I, *Gen 973.34 Dau*

SAR (SONS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION)

- Revolutionary War Graves Register: The National Society of the Sons of the American Revolution / Clovis H. Brakebill, *Gen 973.34 Brak*
- Sons of the Revolution in the State of Michigan - *These records are located in the file cabinet. They are papers from the Sons of the Revolution Chapter in Ottawa/Allegan County and they contain genealogical information on individuals who have Revolutionary War Ancestors.*

REVOLUTIONARY WAR SOLDIERS - MICHIGAN

- Graves of Revolutionary Soldiers Buried in the State of Michigan, *Gen 977.4 Dau*
- Sons of the Revolution in the State of Michigan (Michigan ancestors of Revolutionary War Soldiers) - *Located in Genealogy File Cabinets*
REVOLUTIONARY WAR SOLDIERS – OTHER STATES

- Early Marriages, Wills, and Some Revolutionary War Records, Botetourt County, Virginia / Anne Lowry Worrell, *Gen 975.583 Wor*
- Index of the Official Register of the Officers and Men of New Jersey in the Revolutionary War / New Jersey Historical Records Survey Program, Research and Records Section, Division of Community Service Programs, Work Projects Administration; sponsored by New Jersey State Planning Board. *Gen 974.9 Index*
- Revolutionary War Records of Fairfield, Connecticut / Donald Lines Jacobus, Kate S. Curry. *Military 973.34 Revolution Jacobus*
- Roster of Revolutionary Soldiers and Patriots in Alabama / Louise Milam Julich; Daughters of the American Revolution, *Gen 976.1 Jul*
- Roster of Soldiers and Patriots of the American Revolution Buried in Indiana / Mrs. Roscoe C. O'Byrne, *Military 973.34 Revolution O'Byrne*
- Soldiers of the Revolutionary War Buried in Vermont, and Anecdotes and Incidents Relating to Some of Them: A Paper Read Before the Vermont Historical Society ... October 27, 1904 / by Walter H. Crockett, *Military 973.34 Revolution Crockett*
- Soldiers, Sailors, and Patriots of the Revolutionary War, Vermont / Carleton Edward Fisher and Sue Gray Fisher, *Gen 974.3 Fis*
- Soldiers, Sailors and Patriots of the Revolutionary War, Maine / Carleton Edward Fisher, *Military 973.34 Revolution Fisher*
- Supplement to Soldiers, Sailors, and Patriots of the Revolutionary War, Maine / Carleton Edward Fisher. *Military 973.34 Revolution Fisher*

MAGAZINE

- Daughters of the American Revolution Magazine (March 1921-June/July 1999)

ONLINE RESOURCES